Whose point is it anyway? - 1st position:
1. Manraaj Malhotra [9C]
2. Tanmay Arvind [9C]

Perfect Harmony (Band) - 2nd position:
1. Rommulus Lewis [10F]
2. Zayb Mulla [10F]
3. Naman Savla [10E]
4. Shivam Sheth [10B]
5. Samarth Madhivanan [9B]
7. Shloka Subramaniam [10A]
8. Avani Sukhtankar [10D]

Bubble-Trouble - 2nd position:
1. Rishang Choksi [8A]
2. Jash Bhansali [8B]
3. Craig Daniel Salve [8D]
4. Rushaad Engineer [8C]

Yin and Yang – 3rd position:
1. Nupur Khot [10C]
2. Julian Rozario [10F]
3. Tanzila Shaikh [10E]

Victorious Secret – 3rd position:
1. Aryan Pache [10D]
2. Aneyant Mathur [10C]
3. Veer Gidwani [10E]
4. Rohan Kulkarni [10C]
5. Dhruv Singh [10D]
6. Vivan Zarthishtmanesh [10E]

Footomania (Football) – 3rd position:
1. Veer Gidwani [10E]

Who gives a ring (Basketball) – 3rd position:
1. Yuvraj Bhandari [10D]

Guess what? – 3rd position:
1. Sanjana Runwal [9D]
2. Aanyaah Khara [10F]
3. Sharika Kaul [9D]
4. Tanisha Agarwal [10D]
5. Pankhuri Bansal [10C]
6. Simran Wagle [10D]
7. Livia Thomas [10C]

Lagaan (Junior Sports Event) – 3rd position:
1. Aditya Pradhan [4F]
2. Krish Nichlani [4B]
3. Vihaan Shah [4C]
4. Vinayak Singh [4F]
5. Kartikeya Singh [4F]

Bamboozled – 2nd position:
1. Ananya Biswas [9D]